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Harnessing the Power of Hardship
Your audience will learn:

•How to identify & avoid destructive behavior 

cycles

•How to quiet your biggest critic (you!)

•Why gratitude is the key to overcoming 

adversity

•How to understand your true potential

•Why dreaming can be your biggest motivator

Kat Hurley, M. Ed. is an intuitive and energizing 
speaker who has helped both students and adults 
move beyond their negative/obsessive thought 

patterns of past afflictions and present fears of 
failure to ignite the discovery of inner gifts, talents 
and passions.
! As a graduate of Youth Speaker University, 
Hurley leaves her audiences at schools, conferences 

or professional networking events enlightened, 
empowered and driven to action.
! Kat witnessed a family tragedy at five, was 
separated from her brothers and shifted around, 
living with aunts, uncles and eventually her "Gma." 

Divorce, death, suicide, abandonment, drinking, 
drugs, homosexuality, popularity, and fear, are just a 
few of the many topics Kat has survived and  
discusses in her talks. Having overcome a past filled 
with tragedy, Kat aims to lessen the torment familiar 

to her audiences through powerful techniques on 
awareness and mindfulness.
! Kat recently published her first book, I Think 
I’ll Make It, a rags to riches of the soul. She is eager and 
more ready than ever to share her experience of what it 
takes to dive into the deep end and come up splashing. 

“Her talks are colored with comedy and 
captivating poetry. Hurley’s stories resonate 

across division given the vast experiences 

that have made her who she is today. She is 

talented, brave and aware. Hoping to help 

her audiences escape from the destructive 
web she unconsciously wove. she offers 

strategies on mindfulness, motivation and 

inner strength. Kat Hurley has a message 

worth hearing, courage worth commending 

and a heart worth opening up to.”

To book Kat Hurley: 
katk.hurley@gmail.com

www.kathurley.com
www.ithinkillmakeit.com

410.961.8702
1497 Carroll St.

Brooklyn, NY 11213
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